
   

 

Our little club now has a call 

sign...heaven help the ham com-

munity. And we plan to use it in 

our upcoming Field Day, June 25-

26. Congratulations to Chad, 

WE7CB, for being the club’s first 

official contact, which was un-

planned and done completely at 

random. 

Some days it doesn’t feel 

much like summer, but with 

that time of  year comes a lot 

of activities, and our club is 

planning to be part of many 

of them, if not host them our-

selves. Watch for the Face-

book posts to see how you 

can get involved...you know 

you want to. 

UVARC is now K7UVA 

Your contribution to The UVARC Shack 

Due to incredible demand and 

pressure, and even a couple of 

death threats, we’ve changed the 

base font of The UVARC Shack to 

Lucida Sans. We hope you’re 

happy. 

We still hope that you’ll consider 

contributing material to this 

monthly publication. In that 

rare moment of insanity when 

you feel like doing so, please 

send ideas, stories, updates, 

questions, and breaking news 

to uvarcshack@gmail.com 
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Way to Be 

Ayden Christensen, KI7BYP 

This month we feature yet another ham with 

a successful science project. Ayden presented 

his project at his school science fair in 

Springville, about which kind of martial arts 

kick is the most powerful among three that 

he uses. 

Ayden started with a hypothesis, decided on 

a control variable, made observations, calcu-

lated the data, then drew a conclusion. Right 

off, he ran into difficulties such as inconsis-

tent kicking force (human error), difficulty in 

measuring leg mass, and the complexity of 

making accurate force measurements. Using 

a smart phone as an accelerometer attached 

to a kicking pad, Ayden recorded a matrix of 

trials by several of his friends and himself. 

Applying principles of physics, including the 

calculations, he concluded that his step-

behind kick was his most powerful. 

Ayden presented his project not only at his 

own school, but at the district, regional, and 

state levels as well. Along the way, he im-

pressed a lot of people with his level of 

preparation, his clean presentation, and clear 

flow of methodology to conclusion, not to 

mention his cool karate uniform.  Eventually, 

Ayden took second place in state under the 

category for Physics.  Nice work, Ayden! 

Spotlight on a member who has done something extraordinary or unusual 
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Brass Tacks 

Grounding 

You’ve set up a very nice ham radio shack that’ll rival anybody’s setup during a contest, sure 

to bring in those far-away stations. In fact, you’re careful to install a proper ground for your 

shack, so that the ground for each piece of equipment (transceiver, wattmeter, SWR meter, 

tuner, amplifier, etc.) is tied to a long ground bus that runs along the wall behind your desk. 

Very neat! And people report you at S9 or even 10 over 9, but that you sound garbled, raspy, 

or even unintelligible. Maybe 3-9 at best. 

You’ve done the homework...what could possibly have gone wrong? Barring other kinds of 

problems, believe it or not, it could be your ground. But everything’s grounded, so what’s the 

problem? There are three basic reasons we install a proper ground for our shack: lightning, 

safety, and shack RF. 

Lightning 

Let’s get something off the table right away: you’re not going to survive a direct lightning 

strike on your house, if you’re home, and nothing in it or on it will protect against it. It’s going 

to melt all your wires, destroy all your equipment, your house, and your pets, although many 

of your bugs will survive. Okay, I know there are survival stories, but chances are, they sur-

vived a nearby strike. But I have good 

news: your home will never get struck 

by a direct lightning hit in your life-

time. 

So what we’re trying to protect 

against is not a direct lightning strike, 

but a nearby strike. When lightning 

(or any other form of huge static 

buildup) discharges near your shack 

(your neighbor down the street, the 

big tree in your backyard), it will at-

tempt to get to earth ground any way 

it could, heating everything in its 

path with a soft, warm glow. In that 

case, it would be nice to gently redi-

rect all that energy to a safe place, 

like the earth. 

To make an effective path to earth 

ground, make sure the chassis of all 

your electrical equipment has a path 

to your service (house) ground. Make 

sure the ground shield of your coax-

ial cables, along with all your other 

ham radio equipment is tied to a rod 

outside, driven eight or so feet into 

the dirt. But wait...that’s not all. 

Technically speaking, an in-depth look at a radio-related topic 
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Brass Tacks, continued 

Safety 

If you’ve installed a ground system (outside rod, short ground wires to your chassis, all equip-

ment ground tied to a common ground bus, etc.) that is separate from your service ground 

(the one that goes from your power company electrical box to earth,) you might still be miss-

ing an important ingredient: bonding. 

Bonding is the forcing of all grounded points to the same potential; that is, if your chassis volt-

age is at –147.1 volts, you want all the grounds in your shack (and your house) to be at –147.1 

volts. Okay, that example’s a bit extreme, but to the point, even though everything is at a very 

high voltage, it’s all going to be at that same, high voltage, and so can’t shock you. 

To force all that grounding to be at the same potential, you need to make sure that 1) your 

shack ground is bonded with your service ground and 2) the two grounds are bonded with 

earth ground. For ham radio purposes, never assume that the third-prong ground pin in your 

house outlets are properly grounded. On the other hand, always assume they are working for 

regular appliance use. To 

create this three-way bond-

ing, install two or three 

ground rods outside, and tie 

all of them together with 8 

AWG (gauge) to 4 AWG bare 

wire that you bury, around 

your house from your shack 

entry point to your service. I 

use three copper-clad rods 

bonded to 4 AWG solid wire, 

buried four inches. 

Using this method, your 

shack and other equipment 

are less likely to be affected 

by power line shorts, nearby 

lightning strikes, and appli-

ance problems. This is be-

cause both your shack 

equipment and your house 

equipment, inside and out, 

are at the same potential. 

Just a minute...what about 

that report of garbled or 

raspy transmission? We 

haven’t solved that yet. 

Technically speaking, an in-depth look at a radio-related topic 
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Brass Tacks, continued 

Shack RF 

This brings us to the original problem. Even after installing the wonderful and safe grounding 

mentioned in the previous paragraphs, your ground system might still be lacking. One of the 

problems might be RF (radio frequency energy) right there in your shack. Remember that long 

ground bus bar you installed, then 

tied your equipment ground to? Well, 

that could actually be the culprit. 

What you thought was a terrific RF 

ground might actually have been a 

terrific DC ground and a poor RF 

ground. 

The distance between the connecting 

points of your equipment to your 

ground bus in the RF world might be 

enough to cause electrical energy to 

flow out-of-phase with each other, 

which produces spots of non-zero po-

tential, resulting in the energy being 

radiated from the ground wires, espe-

cially your coaxial cables. This is a 

problem called ground looping, and 

can be solved by connecting all your equipment to a single point instead of a common bus. 

One last important point: make 

sure the connection between 

that one single ground point and 

your ground rod is short. At my 

house that point is in my base-

ment shack, three feet from my 

outside wall. My ground braid 

goes inside PVC through a 

drilled hole in my footing and 

connects that point to my ground rod just six inches away from my wall, a total of 4½ feet. 

Admittedly I’ve skipped a lot of detail, and omitted a lot of exceptions and important informa-

tion. But I thought that, for the purposes of this newsletter, it’s a good place to start (invites 

your questions) and it’s a whole lot better than not knowing. So there you have it 

To see better details of this article (especially if you can’t read the text in the pictures), visit 

the following websites: 

 http://www.w8ji.com/house_ground_layouts.htm 

 http://kc.flexradio.com/knowledgebasearticle50426.aspx 

 

— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net) 

Technically speaking, an in-depth look at a radio-related topic 

http://www.w8ji.com/house_ground_layouts.htm
http://kc.flexradio.com/knowledgebasearticle50426.aspx
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Dear Annette 

Dear Annette: 

After getting my license, I went to Noji’s web-

site, took his advice, and got one of his rec-

ommended radios, and I’m looking forward 

to checking into the net, but nobody on the 

repeater can hear me. His site also lists more 

powerful units, so I got one of them too. Still 

nothing. I asked a friend, who told me about 

offsets and tones and such, and I believe I 

have everything set up right. So, what else 

could I be doing wrong? 

Grasping at Straws in Alpine 

 

Dear Straws: 

In the ham radio world, our motto isn’t as 

cool sounding as that for real estate, but it’s 

antenna, antenna, location. In other words, 

your antenna and your location are extremely 

important, with your antenna being possibly 

a little more so. Are you located within sight 

of the repeater you want? If not, are you us-

ing a good antenna, like Carl’s Joystick (the 

Pockrus) antenna? If not, contact Carl at 

we7omg@gmail.com, and he’ll make you 

one for only $20, a real steal. You’ll need a 

coax cable and appropriate adapter to go 

with it. Need help? Contact a local elmer at 

uvarcelmer@gmail.com 

 

Dear Annette: 

I’ve had my license for a couple of years, and 

recently upgraded to General (yay!) I went 

and purchased a Kenwood TS-2000 online 

from a friend, and it works great with the Gap 

Titan DX antenna I bought. But why is it that I 

could only get good signals on 80 meters at 

night? I mean, doesn’t the ionosphere exist 

during the day too? I memorized the General 

questions to pass the exam, so I don’t really 

know much technical ham stuff yet. 

Just Wondering in Spanish Fork 

Dear Just: 

Congrats on your upgrade! The earth’s iono-

sphere is more than meets the eye, and it’s a 

lot more than my poor description here. Basi-

cally, it’s a very high atmospheric layer made 

of two to four sub-layers. During the day UV 

radiation from the sun creates the lower D 

layer, which actually absorbs RF radiation, 

preventing it from reaching the higher, reflec-

tive F layers. This results in lower-frequency 

shortwave, AM broadcast, and amateur bands 

below 30 meters to all but disappear after 

sunrise, then re-appear after sunset. 

 

My Dear Annette: 

I understand you’re the one responsible for 

getting my husband interested in this despi-

cable hobby, you little witch. So now I have a 

question for you, but I have a feeling I already 

know the answer. How can I get him to spend 

less time with you and more time with us, his 

real family?!? 

Desperate Housewife in Orem 

 

Dear Housewife: 

If your husband’s radio is a handheld device, 

you can remove the antenna or battery; other-

wise, you can remove the microphone, and 

hide it until he agrees to be present at Family 

Home Evening. Or install a quarter-fed timer 

on his power supply. 25¢ for ten minutes 

should buy you a cruise or Disney Vacation in 

no time, especially during a contest. Finally, if 

you can’t beat him, join him. There’ll be a 

class at the upcoming HamFest on July 8 just 

for ladies like you. 

 

Got a question for Dear Annette?  Send your 

email to uvarcshack@gmail.com and include 

your town. Her name arises from everybody’s 

seeming desire to “hold Annette.” Go figure. 

What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, emotional, and thoughtful 

answers to your deepest, anonymous ham-related questions. 
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My Shack 

Tad Richardson, W1TAD 

My “shack” is on four wheels, a 2014 Chevro-

let Malibu, and since it’s a company car, I 

can’t punch or drill holes to mount my equip-

ment, which presents a bit of a challenge. 

One of the best investments I ever made in 

my ham world was a mobile rig. 

One cool feature of this car is the conven-

ience of locating an accessory battery in the 

trunk, making me a big fan of radios with re-

movable face plates. Therefore, mounting the 

power unit of a removable-head radio in the 

trunk fairly close to the antenna and battery 

makes sense. This 

means I only need to 

run the remote wires 

with short cables from 

my trunk to the front 

console. 

I fabricated a mounting 

plate and riveted the 

mount that came with 

the radio onto it, to keep it flush and prevent 

it from loosening due to vibration. I also tied 

off the coax and sound cables from the trunk 

onto this plate. I then clamped the plate un-

derneath the back dash, requiring no holes to 

be made in my car. 

The cables run under the back seat, along the 

top of the hump on the back floor board, to 

the center console. I made the power connec-

tions with crimp-on rings and stab-type con-

nectors, to be disconnected quickly when 

needed. 

Had this been my 

own vehicle, I proba-

bly would not have 

changed much in the 

way of installation. 

For security I simply 

remove the head 

unit and slide it un-

der the front seat. 

The antenna comes off 

quickly, and I have a cap I 

put on the mount to keep 

water and debris out, which I 

do frequently when staying 

at hotels or leave my car 

parked at airports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My shack gear consists of 

Yaesu FT-8800R dual-band transceiver 

Comet CA2X4SR lip-mount antenna 

Comet RS730 dual-band antenna 

Lido LM-801 cup holder radio head mount 

Generic CB radio external speaker 

— 73, W1TAD 

Each month we highlight the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, 

to give others an idea of what more experienced hams have set up 

Tad, at our March meeting 
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Hot Tips 

Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh your memory 

Eddy-kit 

 

Radio etiquette reminders 

Factoids 

 

Fun, and often little-known, facts 

List of Elmers (again) 

 

Experts you can turn to for ham radio advice 

 When offering a signal report on a repeater, keep in mind that the signal strength (you’re 

5 by 9) is always going to be that of the repeater (the 9 part), not your contact. Tell your 

contact how the signal seems to sound going into the repeater instead of how strong 

the signal is. (You’re a little scratchy into the repeater.) If the audio sounds weak, usu-

ally it’s because your contact is too far from the repeater, speaking too far from the mic, or 

speaking too softly. 

 A number of people seem overly concerned about exposure to RF radiation by ham radio. 

The fact is, radio frequency (electromagnetic energy) emissions at amateur power levels 

cannot hurt you. RF burns (electrical energy), on the other hand, are quite a different story. 

 Normal people don’t enjoy being corrected on the air, and in fact might resent being hu-

miliated that way, to the point of leaving ham radio for good. New hams especially don’t 

know what to expect when they key up for the first time, and will certainly make innocent 

mistakes. If you feel you need to correct another ham, do so off-the-air, courteously, and 

out of earshot of others. And if you can’t correct them off-air, avoid doing so altogether. 

 On the air it’s much less frustrating for others to hear you take two seconds to say, Let’s 

go to lunch tomorrow than for them to hear you take ten seconds to say, Let’s, uh, … go 

to, uh, uh, um, … lunch, uh, tomorrow. 

Some famous amateurs on record 

 Walter Cronkite (broadcaster) : KB2GSD, SK 

 Jim Croce (singer) : WN3OQW, SK 

 Joe Walsh (musician) : WB6ACU 

 Tim Allen (actor) : KK6OTD 

 Ronnie Milsap (singer) : WB4KCG 

 Yuri Gagarin (1st in space) : UA1LO, SK 

 Jerry Schatz (Our Gang) : W2MFW, SK 

 Barry Goldwater (senator) : K7UGA, SK 

 Arthur Godfrey (broadcaster) : K4LIB, SK 

 Burl Ives (singer) : KA6HVA, SK 

 Marlon Brando (actor) : KE6PZH, SK 

 Hugh Downs (broadcaster) : KD6WUS, SK 

 Chet Atkins (singer) : WA4CZD, SK 

We’ve compiled a small list of elmers (those who can help answer questions) whom you can 

contact, and we’re asking for more hams who can help answer ham-related questions. If you 

can volunteer your help this way, or if you need help from somebody who knows how to ad-

dress your need, please email uvarcelmer@gmail.com. If you’re willing to answer questions 

from new hams, even if you don’t feel that you’re an expert, please let us know. When we re-

ceive a question, we forward it to those on the list, and whomever wants to answer may do so. 

That means questions might receive several replies, and it’s alright to get a second opinion. 
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DIY 

Roll-up J-pole 

This month’s DIY antenna is yet another stolen design, this 

time from QST, September 1994, p. 61-62. This one has 

three advantages over last month’s Groundplane: it’s dual-

band (2 meters and 70 cm), it’s much lighter, and it’s flexi-

ble enough to roll up and fit in your pocket, depending on 

your pocket. 

Start with about 5 feet of 300 ohm TV twin-lead wire (flat, 

not foam core) and about six feet of RG-58 coaxial cable 

with an appropriate connector on one end (BNC Male or 

SMA Male, Figure 1.) 

Strip off ½” of insulation from one end of the TV twin-lead 

and solder the exposed wires together (Figure 2) to make 

the bottom of the 

antenna. Measure 

up 1¼” from the sol-

dered wires and re-

move about ¼” of 

insulation from the 

twin-lead on both 

sides. These ex-

posed wires are your 

coax feed line connection point. Measure up 50 5/16” 

from the soldered wires and cut the twin-lead even, to 

make the top of the antenna. 

On the other side of the twin-lead measure up 16¾” 

from the soldered wires and remove ¼” of both wire 

and insulation from that side of the twin-lead to form 

the matching stub. 

Strip the end of the coax without the connector, and 

separate the center conductor from the braided shield. 

Solder the coax center conductor to the exposed ¼” 

wire of the longer twin-lead element and the coax 

shield to the exposed ¼” wire of the other side. 

Spread silicone sealant or hot glue over the exposed 

Projects you can build on your own 

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Technology/tis/info/pdf/9409061.pdf
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DIY, continued 

coax to prevent moisture from entering the jacket. Tape or heat-shrink the coax to the twin-

lead to relieve the strain on the soldered joint. 

Punch a hole near the top of the twin-lead insulation; hang it vertically with twine, paracord, or 

other non-metallic string; and measure the SWR for 146 MHz. Tune the antenna in 3:1 ratio 

increments by cutting 1/8” off the ¼-wave matching 

stub and 3/8” off the radiator, until you measure be-

tween 1.5:1 and 1.1:1 SWR. 

Finally, this design is unfortunately prone to RF cou-

pling with the feed line. To get around this side-effect, 

attach one or two ferrite cores (beads) around the coax 

near the bottom of the antenna. 

I used mine to transmit simplex from the top of Mt. 

Timpanogos to both trailheads with my Baofeng GT-3 

HT. Can’t wait to hear how you sound on the air with 

this little gem! 

— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net) 

Dual-band roll-up J-pole 
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Side of Bacon 

Here's a simple experiment that’ll teach you 

an important electrical lesson: on a cool dry 

day, scuff your feet along a carpet, then 

reach your hand into a friend's mouth and 

touch one of his fillings. Did you notice how 

he twitched violently and cried out in pain? 

This teaches one that electricity can be a very 

powerful force, but we must never use it to 

hurt others unless we need to learn an impor-

tant lesson about electricity. 

It also illustrates how an electrical circuit 

works. When you scuffed your feet, you 

picked up batches of electrons, which are 

very small objects that carpet manufacturers 

weave into carpet so that they will attract dirt. 

The electrons travel through your blood-

stream and collect in your finger, where they 

form a spark that leaps to your friend's fill-

ing, then travel down to his feet and back 

into the carpet, thus completing the circuit. 

Amazing electronic fact If you scuffed your 

feet long enough without touching anything, 

you would build up so many electrons that 

your finger would explode! But this is nothing 

to worry about unless you have carpeting. 

Although we modern persons tend to take 

our electric lights, radios, mixers, etc., for 

granted, hundreds of years ago people did 

not have any of these, which is just as well 

because there was no place to plug them in. 

Then along came a herd of pioneers whose 

names have become part of our electrical vo-

cabulary: Myron Volt, Jennifer Amp, Dave 

Watt, Bob Transformer, etc. These pioneers 

conducted many important electrical experi-

ments. Among them, Galvani discovered that 

when he attached two different kinds of 

metal to the leg of a frog, an electrical cur-

rent developed and the frog's leg kicked, 

even though it was no longer attached to the 

frog, which was dead anyway. Galvani's dis-

covery led to enormous advances in the field 

of amphibian medicine. Today, a skilled vet-

erinary surgeon can take a frog that has been 

seriously injured or killed, implant pieces of 

metal in its muscles, and watch it hop back 

into the pond. 

But the greatest Electrical Pioneer of them all 

was Thomas Edison, who was a brilliant in-

ventor despite the fact that he had little for-

mal education and lived in New Jersey. Edi-

son's first major invention in 1877 was the 

phonograph, which could soon be found in 

thousands of American homes, where they 

basically sat until 1923, when the record was 

invented. 

Edison's greatest achievement came in 1879 

when he invented the electric company. Edi-

son's design was a brilliant adaptation of the 

simple electrical circuit: the electric company 

sends electricity through a wire to a cus-

tomer, and immediately gets the electricity 

back through another wire, then (this is the 

brilliant part) sends it right back to the cus-

tomer again. This means that an electric com-

pany can sell a customer the same batch of 

electricity thousands of times a day and never 

get caught, since very few customers take the 

time to examine their electricity closely. In 

fact, the last year any new electricity was gen-

erated was 1937. 

Today, thanks to men like Edison, and frogs 

like Galvani’s, we receive almost unlimited 

benefits from electricity.  For example, in the 

past century scientists have developed the 

laser, an electronic appliance so powerful 

that it can vaporize a bulldozer 2000 yards 

away, yet so precise that doctors can use it to 

perform delicate operations to the human 

eyeball, provided they remember to change 

the power setting from Bulldozer to Eyeball. 

Please send your good humor material to 

uvarcshack@gmail.com 

A little ham humor 

What in the world is electricity, and where does it go after it leaves the toaster? 

(allegedly from Dave Barry, allegedly around 1994, abbreviated) 

http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/Perl/Misc/electricity.txt
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For your insight 

Utah Mesh Network Map 

A new map is available that shows many of 

the mesh nodes across the state of Utah, and 

can be viewed at http://tinyurl.com/jfvqx6s. 

For details on how to add a new node or man-

age existing ones, expand the text in the up-

per left corner of the map when it first loads. 

You may be wondering why this map was cre-

ated; after all, there’s already a map on the 

Broadband Hamnet web page. Here are some 

of my reasons for promoting this one: 

 While basic maps are great, knowing only 

node locations don't give operators all 

they need to connect to them; they also 

need the SSID, where a directional an-

tenna is pointing, its frequency, etc., 

which this map provides, and more 

 I want to see mesh succeed in Utah, and I 

don't believe that can happen if we don't 

know where the nodes are and how to 

connect to them 

 I like the idea of having a map that is spe-

cific to Utah rather than covering the en-

tire United States, and in some cases, the 

world 

I hope this tool proves useful to mesh opera-

tors all around Utah. A resource won't do any-

body any good if they don’t know it exists. 

With that in mind, please help me spread the 

word about this map to other mesh opera-

tors, current and new. 

― Brad Rupp, AC7BR 

Repeaters by Jeff 

Jeff McGrath, N1SC, has put up a website that 

has pinned locations of repeaters around 

Utah for several bands. 

It’s utahrepeaters.com, and Jeff’s done an 

amazing job of populating the maps with re-

peater locations and other information, such 

as frequency, tone, and offset. 

 

Stuff by Noji 

Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI, has a website that posts, 

well, stuff. Ham stuff mostly, and other stuff 

too. Here are some of the stuff he’s posted: 

About (Introduction to) Ham Radio 

Ham Radio Glossary 

Recommended Study Method (for exams) 

Page for the New Ham Radio Operator 

Ham Radio Equipment and DIY 

Ham Radio Groups and Nets 

Ham Radio Humor (under construction) 

Information you could use 

Questions of the Month 
 

Test your knowledge (answers next page) 

G5B1Ø : What percentage of power loss would result from a transmission line loss of 1 dB? 

A.  10.9 percent B.  12.2 percent C.  20.5 percent D.  25.9 percent 

E9HØ1 : What is the effective radiated power relative to a dipole of a repeater station with 150 

 watts transmitter power output, 2 dB feed line loss, 2.2 dB duplexer loss, and 7 dBd 

 antenna gain? 

A.  1977 watts  B.  78.7 watts  C.  420 watts  D.  286 watts 

http://tinyurl.com/jfvqx6s
http://utahrepeaters.com/
http://noji.com/hamradio/about.php
http://noji.com/hamradio/glossary.php
http://noji.com/hamradio/study.php#Recommended_Study_Method
http://noji.com/hamradio/newham.php
http://noji.com/hamradio/equipment.php
http://noji.com/hamradio/groups.php
http://noji.com/hamradio/humor.php
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Calendar 

HamCon Colorado, May 13 to May 15 

www.hamconcolorado.org 

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions 

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building 

May 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

June 15, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

Field Day, noon June 25 to 3:00 pm June 26 

Location still being determined 

www.arrl.org/field-day 

Great Salt Lake HamFest, July 8 to July 9 

Drawing for mobiles to who pre-registers! 

www.thegreatsaltlakehamfest.org 

 

Contests 

 7QP, 0700 May 7 to 0100 May 8 

7qp.org 

 ARRL IARU HF World Championship 

 0600 July 9 to 0600 July 10 

www.arrl.org/iaru-hf-championship 

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm) 

 Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St 

  May 5  June 2 

  July 7 

  August 4 (elections) 

  October 6 November 3 

 Orem Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E 

  September 1 (potluck dinner) 

  December 1 (potluck dinner) 

 

Nets 

Skyline Net, Sun 8:00 pm, 147.08 

Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76 

Ladies’ Net, Tue 6:00 pm, 145.47 

UARC 76’ers, Wed 7;00 pm, 146.76 

New Ham Net, TBD (145.47) 

Youth Net, TBD (145.47) 

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.140 

6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.150 

Upcoming events of interest (times are Mountain Time) 

Answers to the Questions of the Month 

G5B1Ø : C ( 1 dB loss = ―1 dB = 10log
10

(P
out

/P
in

), so P
out

/P
in

 = 0.795, and 1— 0.795 = 0.205, or 

  20.5% ) 

E9HØ1 : D ( ERP
d

 = 150 watts x [7 dBd — 2 dB — 2.2 dB] = 150 watts x [2.8 dB]                       

  = 150 watts x 10log
10

(P
gain

) = 150 W x 1.9 = 286 watts ) 

Swap Meet 
 

Sell your wares here 

 Carl’s Joystick “Pockrus” dual-band aluminum J-pole antenna ($20, we7omg@gmail.com) 

 Super-elastic Signal Stick dual-band flexible whip antenna ($20, signalstuff.com) 

 Discounted ARRL books (contact Mel Parkes, nm7p@arrl.org) 

 Well, can’t we? 

https://hamconcolorado.org/
http://www.arrl.org/field-day
http://www.thegreatsaltlakehamfest.org/
http://ws7n.net/7QP/new/page.asp?content=start
http://www.arrl.org/iaru-hf-championship
https://signalstuff.com/


The Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club was organized in an 

obscure fire station on 05 February 2016 to provide hams 

in Utah County and the surrounding area a way to gather 

and discuss all things ham. Our purposes are to help new 

hams in their new-found adventures, and to give more ex-

perienced hams an excuse to share their knowledge and 

wisdom in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship.  We are in 

no way connected to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the 

SCATeam, Daughters of Utah Pioneers, the Secret Service, or 

any other organization, although many of our members are 

also members of the same. 

This alleged newsletter is supposed to be published 

monthly by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club. Its purpose 

is to convey the tone and temperament of the club, and to 

inform its members. For more information about our club 

or about ham radio in general, please contact us by email. 

To join, go to www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and re-

quest membership. 

Orem, Utah, USA 

Utah Val ley  Amateur Radio Club  

The leadership, in short: 

The Beamer ..................... Chad Buttars 

The Brilliant .....................Jeff McGrath 

The Bamboo ........... Richard Bateman 

The Boomer......................... Alma Perry 

The Bogie .......................... Noji Ratzlaff 
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Our club and newsletter could 

not have gotten off the ground 

without the tireless efforts of 

several folks. We especially 

thank Richard Bateman for all 

the time he’s spent setting up 

and supporting our Facebook 

page, website, and getting the 

repeater up.  We’re grateful to 

Jeremy Giovannoni  and Jody 

Dollar for our logo. We also 

thank Lisa Ratzlaff for her an-

swers in Dear Annette and her 

editing skills on The UVARC 

Shack. Thanks to Keith 

McQueen and Richard for get-

ting the repeater dusted off 

and running. Finally, a great, 

big thanks to JoAnna Larsen 

for her patient help in schedul-

ing our meeting places and 

hosting our little group. We 

honestly could not do it so 

timely and as well without her 

(and everybody’s) help. 

Our fearless leadership 

K7UVA 

Phone/Text: 801-368-1865 

Email: uvarcinfo@gmail.com 

Repeater: 145.470–, 100.0 

 

Newsletter input? 

Email uvarcshack@gmail.com 

Need help? 

Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com 

Amateur Radio for Utah Valley 

We’re on the web! 

uvarc.club 

Father and son joining the club 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/
http;/uvarc.club/

